
Unraveling the story: 

The idea for this thesis was a question that needed to be answered. A question that 

came to place when I noticed one of the largest unused pieces of land in the capitol 

of Karnataka. An Aggregate Quarry, a place of ruin and despot yet one of the most 

unbound beautiful landscapes that have emerged out of human hands. It is an irony 

and an oxymoron that something so beautiful can come out of greed and the rape of 

Indian natural landscape.  

Yet in some ways it shows the duality of India. By very nature India is born into a 

world of duality where everything co-exists unlike other countries. God and Demon 

are worshipped hand in hand and evil can’t be distinguished form good. Kali the 

destroyer of evil is portrayed as a god for many but the methods and myths 

associated to her is of much evil. Thus there is a huge duality in everything that 

exists in this country. 

This brings me back to my topic where I try to explore those landscapes, which come 

out of urban despot and destruction of much of nature. And in particular stone 

aggregate open cast quarries. And I seek through my design to understand the 

nature, the appearance of the quarries historically and the usage and transformation 

of these lands. But most importantly through the help of architectural design try to 

reestablish the links of these quarries to their surrounding nature may it be natural or 

man-made. 

And as architects I think what we can do to such lands is to make them part of the 

whole while trying to reestablish lost links to its nature (i.e. the site).Thus the thesis 

was to take one of the sites in Bangalore where there is an existing community 

surrounding the quarry and to improvise functions which would cater to the latter. 

These are the questions I tried answering- 

 To understand how attitudes towards abandoned lands influenced good 

Civic Design / City Design. 

 What is the potential that such lands hold? 

 How can these residual spaces become “Places”? 

 Can they “connect” with the immediate and larger surroundings, and link 

fragmented habitats, if we re-imagine them as connectors? 

 In such cases, what is the range of land use and architectural possibilities 

that can be fitted into existing scenarios by identifying short term and long 

term goals? 

 To study the various structural ways of implementing projects in conditions 

which are largely unknown and to create an example for further such ideas 

to come forth. 

 To create a set of similar principles that are still context based, this can 

create a database for all such lands and their implementation’s our 

country. 


